The National Home School Association (NHSA) is the national headquarters for homeschooling in America.

Members receive everything they need to start homeschooling along with on-going support through our many programs, opportunities, activities and services.

**MEMBERS RECEIVE**

**COMPREHENSIVE E-BOOK**
Members can download this comprehensive 285 page e-book entitled “Terra Scholar - A Complete Handbook for Today’s Homeschooler.” This e-book offers everything you need to know to make the decision to homeschool and see it through to graduation and beyond.

**VIDEO HOMESCHOOL TEACHER COURSE**
Members get unlimited access to the NHSA’s exclusive “Homeschool Teacher Course” that includes 10 1/2 hours of the most informative video clips from a wide range of education experts. Overcome any fear of homeschooling while gaining the knowledge and tools needed to help your children learn.

**P.O.D.S. FOR PARENTS THAT WORK FULL TIME**
Work full time and still homeschool without need for daycare. The NHSA helps families to form P.O.D.S. (Parent Organized Discovery Sites). P.O.D.S. are small groups of like-minded families that take turns hosting the children of the group one day a week. The children can socialize and still pursue their academic interests in a safe and comfortable learning environment.

**SAFE AND EXCLUSIVE SOCIAL NETWORK**
A social network that finally allows children to safely interact, learn, form study groups and socialize with like-minded homeschoolers of all ages who share common interests and aspirations. Fully COPPA (Children’s Online Privacy Act) compliant.

**MEMBERSHIP ID AND DISCOUNT CARD**
The NHSA Membership card entitles members to dozens of “Student” and “Teacher” discounts at national chain stores and restaurants. The card also provides trusted officers with the information they need to understand your child’s homeschooling status.

**MONTHLY NEWSLETTER**
The “Home Learning Digest” provides news articles, tips and fresh ideas, listings of upcoming events, legal alerts and much more. The Digest is sent directly to each member’s inbox each month in PDF format to be conveniently printed out or read online.

**THE NHSA HOME LEARNING STORE**
The “Vendor Products” section offers many products and services that homeschoolers might need. The “Member Products” section provides a showcase for products that NHSA Members produce that might be of interest to other members. Shopping at this store is a great way to show support for the homeschool community and our Sponsors.

**THE NHSA EXPO AND VIRTUAL EXPO**
Beginning in 2020, the annual NHSA EXPO will be a national talent showcase for homeschoolers that sing, dance, play music, debate, have science fair projects, paint, draw, write, make films or solve problems. It will also bring together members of all the Student Councils and the parents Leadership Council while offering a wide variety of informative presentations and access to all the best vendors in both real and virtual booths.

PROGRAMS FOR KIDS UNDER 12

KID’S CORNER - A whole collection of activities for kids - updated weekly
LEARNING ADVENTURES - Kids earn points for answering critical thinking questions

COMING SOON -
CODING FOR KIDS (SCRATCH) - Programming for kids as young as 1st grade
LEARNING THROUGH MINECRAFT - Kids learn dozens of subjects while playing
GROKADE - An arcade full of educational games
TERRA SCOUTS - Scouting as it was meant to be
G-KIDS CAMPS - Computers, science, film and more - 1,3,7 & 14 day camps

PROGRAMS FOR TEENS

STUDENT COUNCIL - City, State and National positions elected yearly
SOLUTIONS DEBATE - Finding real solutions to real problems
SCIENCE FAIR - National recognition of the best scientific minds
AMBASSADOR PROGRAM - Kids helping with community outreach
DOCU-LEAGUE - A jumpstart for documentary film-makers
FUTURE BUSINESS LEADERS - Programs promoting entrepreneurship

PROGRAMS FOR GRADUATES

DIPLOMA OPTIONS - NHSA endorsed diplomas for those that could benefit from having it
GRADUATE REGISTRY - Independent confirmation of pre-graduation achievements
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY - Jobs offered by employers who are seeking homeschoolers
GRADUATE SPEECHES - Selected homeschool graduates speak at the Virtual Expo

COMING SOON -
VISKA UNIVERSITY - Competency based degrees - no grades - no debt

RESOURCES FOR ALL

EBOOK AND VIDEO LIBRARIES - Millions of free ebooks - dozens of the best videos
ASK THE EXPERT PROGRAM - A stable of experts for the toughest questions
WEBINARS - No nonsense - no fluff - just the hard facts you need
THE FORUM - Safely share support, inspiration and resources with other homeschoolers
RESOURCE LINKS - An ever growing list of homeschool resources
ADVENTURE TRAVEL PROGRAM - Travel, explore and learn on group adventures

PROGRAMS FOR THE PARENTS

LEADERSHIP COUNCIL - Giving parents a voice on the future of homeschooling
BUSINESS OPTIONS - Extra income opportunities for stay-at-home parents

THERE IS STRENGTH IN NUMBERS

PLEASE JOIN US TODAY


JOIN THE NATIONAL HOME SCHOOL ASSOCIATION TODAY

The annual membership fee is $39 per family (which includes up to 2 adult accounts and 10 student accounts from the same family). Please join today.

Go to our website at:

ATTENTION HOME SCHOOL GROUPS

Add your group for free to our comprehensive Support Group Directory which includes your group’s own customizable profile page. Visit the “Support Groups” section of our website for more information.

Also, learn about our nationally coordinated community projects and lobbying efforts your group can get involved with.

THINGS TO LOOK FORWARD TO

KickstartEducation
EMPOWERING STUDENTS TO FUND THEIR DREAMS

SCHOOL’S OUT FOREVER THE MOVIE